LOCAL HUMANITARIAN LEADERSHIP:
THE ROLE OF LOCAL FAITH ACTORS IN IMPLEMENTING
THE GLOBAL COMPACT ON REFUGEES

FEBRUARY 18TH, 2019
TIME: 10 AM-1 PM, FOLLOWED BY LUNCH

LOCATION: Jerusalem International Hotel, Amman
Rania Al Abdhullah St, Building No. 8
PHONE NUMBER: +962 6 515 1121 or 00962 6 515 1121

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

- Welcome and keynote remarks
- Background on GCR
- Evidence for LFA response
- Break for refreshment
- Panel: discussion on unmet need and possibilities for scaled up faith response
- Recommendations to strengthen collaboration across sectors
- Closing remarks

Goal: to advance multi stakeholder partnerships to implement the Global Compact on Refugees (GCR)

Participants: National and regional Humanitarian Policymakers, national and local FBOs, national and regional academics

Registration is required at jlfcl.com/events/lhl-amman

CO-HOSTS:

Please register at jlfcl.com
For more information contact: Shahad Anani, sanani@jhco.org.jo, 0796296226,
Mohammad Kilani, kilani@jhco.org.jo or Jean Duff, jeanduff@jlfcl.com